Key Event
July 2016
4 July – Labor Day
5 July – Military Affairs Council Monthly Meeting
13 July – Army Birthday Ball Celebration AAR
14 July – Hot Topic: Army Networks, AUSA Conference
& Event Center
19 July – Institute of Land Warfare Lemnitzer Lecture,
AUSA Conference & Event Center
28 July – HLC Strategic Planning Meeting
Aug 2016
6 Aug - PAIR Day, Fort Leavenworth, KS
18 Aug – HLC Corporate Breakfast Recognition Meeting
Sep 2016

Oct 2016
3- 5 Oct – AUSA Annual Meeting & Exposition, Washington,
DC

9-12 Sep – NGAUS Annual Conference, Baltimore, MD

22 Sep - Hot Topic: Army Medical, AUSA Conf & Event Center

F

Cal Johnson welcomes newest HLC Corporate Sponsor, Lisa Smith

President’s Corner
Welcome to the Henry Leavenworth Chapter, AUSA newsletter. Please
enjoy and I encourage your feedback and questions.
I am very proud to report that over the past several months the Henry
Leavenworth Chapter, AUSA have continued to make great strides in our
collective vision to support all aspects of national security while advancing
the interests of America's Army and the men and women who serve.
We continue to uphold the AUSA’s responsibility to be the “Voice for the
Army – Support for the Soldier”.
AUSA is a private, non-profit educational organization that supports
America's Army - Active, National Guard, Reserve, Civilians, Retirees,
Government Civilians, Wounded Warriors, Veterans, and family members.
AUSA provides numerous Professional Development Opportunities at a
variety of events both local and national.
Our Mission
AUSA represents every American Soldier by:
- Being the voice for all components of America's Army
- Fostering public support of the Army's role in national security
- Providing professional education and information programs

Leader Change at the Top
AUSA’s current President and CEO Retired Army General Gordon R.
Sullivan will be replaced by Retired Army General Carter F. Ham
effective 30 June 2016. Additionally, they were both inducted into the
ROTC Hall of Fame at Fort Knox, KY on 10 June 2016.
General Sullivan is a 1959 ROTC graduate of Norwich University, a
private military college in Vermont that is the birthplace of the Reserve
Officer Training Program. General Sullivan has headed AUSA since
1998.

Our Vision
As the premier voice for America's Soldiers, we are a dedicated team
committed to building the best professional and representative association
for the world's best Army.
Thanks to all for the hard work and success we have enjoyed in the past year!

Calvin S. Johnson - President, Henry Leavenworth Chapter, 5302 - AUSA
nd

Eric K. Fanning was sworn in May 18 as the 22 Secretary of the Army.

Henry Leavenworth Chapter, 5302 AUSA
Message from the 22nd Secretary of the Army, Eric
Fanning

Message from the 22nd Secretary of the Army, Eric
Fanning, continued.

Army team,

People – Soldiers, Civilians, and Families – are the strength of our Army. As
your Secretary, I will demonstrate my commitment to our people through
what you'll see me do, what I'll say, and where I'll say it. I commit to you that
I will work every day to ensure you are trained, equipped, and, and that
ready to complete your mission. When you’re deployed, you can be
confident we are taking great care of your Families you come home safely.

It took a little longer than expected, but it’s great to be back.
When I was growing up in Michigan, I did not envision a career in defense
and national security policy. But, with a family that includes two West
Point graduates and an Army Ranger, it is no surprise to them that I found
my way to the Pentagon. After serving in the Air Force, Navy, OSD, and
both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue, holiday conversations were getting a
little uncomfortable. I saved the best for last.
If my Pentagon experience has taught me anything, it is that time outside
the building is much more informative than time inside. More than any
other part of this job, I look forward to visiting Army Soldiers and Civilians
where you live and work. I know that unless I can see the impact of my
decisions through your eyes, they are unlikely to be very informed
decisions.
Last week I celebrated the 241st birthday of the U.S. Army in Poland to
meet the Soldiers supporting Operation Anakonda, the largest military
exercise since the end of the Cold War. This was a Total Army effort, with
20 Army Reserve and National Guard units from 14 different states joining
our forces in Europe. Together, over 31,000 Soldiers, partners, and allies
came together to demonstrate the strength of NATO as well as set the
world record for the longest amphibious vehicle bridge.
Later that week, I joined our teammates at Fort Hood to remember our
nine warriors recently lost in a tragic accident as a result of torrential
flooding in Texas. It was a stark reminder of the stakes our Soldiers face
each day, whether engaging ISIS in the Middle East or preparing to support
disaster relief in Middle America. The Army is a dangerous business. We
must remain vigilant.
To help you understand how I intend to shape the Army during our time
together, I am including below my priorities as your new Secretary (you
can also find them at www.army.mil/sa). I intend to focus on taking care of
people, developing capabilities that prioritize emerging threats, and
providing both the warfighter and the taxpayer with the equipment and
value they demand.
As we begin the Army’s 242nd year, I look forward to meeting many of you
and hearing your stories. Be sure to reach out and engage with me and my
team on social media. Together, we will make our Army stronger…and this
year, I assure you, we will finally beat Navy!

- Eric Fanning
-------------------I am deeply honored to return to America’s Army. Our Army, Active,
Guard, and Reserve, is the finest Army the world has ever known. While it
is great to be back, the Army is not new to me. Over the course of 25
years, I have seen Army leaders from every seat at the table, including all
three military departments, all four services, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Capitol Hill, and the White House. Through these interactions and
the relationships developed as a result, I have earned an appreciation of
the complexity of ground warfare and the challenge of sustaining and
advancing a ready Army.

I will work closely with General Milley to ensure the readiness of our
formation so that we have the right capabilities, and training and will
prioritize those necessary actions today that guarantee our readiness for
tomorrow. To accomplish each of these tasks, I have identified three broad
focus areas:
Taking Care of Our Soldiers, Civilians, and their Families:
The Army's strength comes from the care and respect we show each other.
Our Army must continue to be an institution that rewards merit, while
placing equal value on diversity of our ideas, experiences, and backgrounds.
We will support both Soldiers and Families while they are deployed, and take
care of them when the return home. This means invigorating efforts to
eradicate the cancer of sexual assault and harassment, doing more to
recognize the warning signs and stressors associated with suicides in our
ranks, and in particular, advance our understanding of, and care for, those
with mental health issues.
Developing Capabilities to Counter Emerging Threats:
The Army's value is not measured solely by past victories. Tomorrow’s Army
depends on its success in exploiting the best technology today. As global
threats evolve, the Army must accelerate its own capabilities in areas like
cyber, electronic warfare, and protecting our communication networks.
Today, and in the future, our Army depends on maintaining a technological
edge over our adversaries.
Meaningful Acquisition Reform:
The decision to send Soldiers into combat is the most difficult decision a
leader will ever make. We ask our Soldiers and Civilians to do incredible
things, and part of that basic bargain demands that our units have the best
equipment when they need it. This requires an adaptive and agile acquisition
process. I will take immediate steps to improve Army acquisition so we can
rapidly provide the force with the equipment it needs to get the job done, on
time, and within budget.
As I travel the world during the next few months, I'll be looking forward to
meeting many of you and hearing your stories – learning about how you are
making our Army, and as a result, our Nation, stronger. America's Army has a
long and storied history. As we write the next chapter together, I am
confident we will continue to advance the sacred trust the American people
have bestowed upon us.

Henry Leavenworth Chapter, 5302 AUSA
Recent Events

Army/Navy Watch Party
AUSA CEO’s, Gen (R) Ham &
Gen (R) Sullivan speaking at the
AUSA 5th Region Spring Tng Mtg

Kansas State President (Mike Neer)
& HLC President (Calvin Johnson)
supporting the Cancer Walk for Life

LTG (R) Don Holder, Guest Speaker, Army
Birthday Ball Celebration June 2016

CAC, CSM Turnbull, LTG Holder and the Youngest Soldier cut the Army
Birthday Cake
VFW Post #56 Support the HLC
HLC Annual Golf Classic

Corporate Sponsors on the Course

Mel, Norm and Kevin manning the Free Hotdog, sodas and chips stand at the
Cancer Walk for Life

Col Shoffner, FLK Garrison Cdr
Speaking at the Vietnam
Veterans Commenration Ceremony

HLC Supporting the CGSC
International Military Students
Class of 2016

May (R) Matt Blome, ABC Project Lead, Maj (R) Emma Toops, President, KC
AUSA Chapter and Calvin Johnson, President, AUSA HLC present a plaque to
Phillips Photo & Graphics for supporting the ABC.

LTC (R) Hugh Mills, HLC Membership Breakfast Meeting Guest Speaker

Henry Leavenworth Chapter, 5302 AUSA
Senate Panel Seeks Modernization Strategy

Concerned that the Army is “woefully behind on modernization,” the Senate Armed Services Committee wants
the service to draft a comprehensive modernization strategy that should “explicitly address” its vision, end
state, key objectives, warfighting challenges, and risks.
In a report on its version of the fiscal 2017 defense authorization bill, the committee noted that the Army has
published numerous strategies for specific programs such as small arms, tracked combat vehicles, wheeled
vehicles and aviation, but does not have “an all-encompassing modernization strategy.”
With the service spending “tens of billions of dollars on procurement, research, development, testing and
evaluation each year, the committee views a comprehensive Army modernization strategy as essential,” the
report said.
“The Army must modernize for the harsh realities of 21st-century warfare,” it said. “Our soldiers must be
trained, organized and equipped for an increasingly diverse and complex range of threats. They must be able
to win against peers in highly lethal, combined arms maneuver; against near peers in hybrid warfare
conditions; and against determined, unconventional insurgents. … Other armies, including potential
adversaries, are modernizing at a rapid pace.”
The committee wants the strategy to be submitted with the president’s defense budget request for fiscal
2018, which is to go to Congress early next year, and wants it to be robust and deep enough to “drive
requirements, set priorities, identify opportunity costs, and establish timelines.

Henry Leavenworth Chapter, 5302 AUSA
Team,

ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED
STATES ARMY
HENRY LEAVENWORTH
CHAPTER
Corporate Sponsors Recognition
Breakfast
Thursday, 28 August 2016

Since the Korean War, the U.S. Joint Force has operated in a relatively
uncontested manner in the air, maritime, space and cyber-electromagnetic
domains. This is not only due to technical advantages, but also to the
professionalism and excellence of the US Air Force and Navy. It is clear, however,
that the diffusion of technology is eroding US supremacy in these domains. For
example, anti-access and area denial capabilities challenge the Joint Force’s ability
to achieve air dominance and sea control as well as its ability to project power
onto land from the air and maritime domains. Russia, for example, has established
air supremacy over Ukraine from the ground. China is building land in the South
China Sea to project power outward from land into maritime and aerospace
domains. Potential enemies are developing cyber-electromagnetic and space
capabilities (such as disruptive and destructive malware; electronic warfare
systems and anti-satellite weapons) to disrupt communications and precision
navigation and timing. It is for these reasons that the Joint Force must combine
land, air, maritime, space and cyber-electromagnetic capabilities to maintain US
competitive advantage over enemies and adversaries. Joint Combined Arms
capabilities create multiple dilemmas for the enemy and provide commanders
with multiple options. The Joint Force must resist the temptation to develop
single service or simple solutions to the complex problem of future armed conflict.
Single service or narrow technological solutions will prove inadequate to deter
conflict and, if necessary, to respond to and resolve conflict. The Joint Force must
be able to conduct cross-domain fires and maneuver in the context of Joint
Combined Arms Maneuver, the synchronized application of two or more arms or
elements of one service, along with the application of joint, interorganizational,
and multinational capabilities to place the adversary in positions of disadvantage.
In “The Lure of Strike,” Dr. Conrad Crane examines the American tendency to seek
easy victory through long-range technological solutions in lieu of joint solutions
that integrate fires and maneuver. Examples from the Spanish-American War
demonstrate that efforts to solve complex problems from stand-off range are not
a new phenomenon. Crane demonstrates that in each case the joint force has
rediscovered the need to integrate service capabilities to create opportunities that
pose enemies with multiple dilemmas and to consolidate gains. Crane’s analysis
accentuates the observation in the Army Operating Concept that “American
military power is joint power.
Dr Crane highlights the need for complementary joint force capabilities and
capacity. Although long-range strike capabilities should not be regarded as a
simple answer to the complex problem of future war, they are vitally important.
And, without maritime and air superiority, US ground forces are vulnerable to
enemy action, assuming that they could even deploy to an area of operation.
Crane’s analysis reminds us that maneuver and fires are inseparable and
complementary. Cross-domain fires enable freedom of maneuver. For example,
in the Yom Kippur War (1973) when one-fourth of the Israeli Air Force was
downed by the Egyptian air defense belt, the Israeli Army freed the Israeli Air
Force for normal operations by maneuvering behind the advancing Egyptian Army
and destroying the air defense belts. Joint forces employ cross-domain fires and
maneuver to achieve periods of superiority across all domains and enable joint
force freedom of action.

June's Northland Restaurant
7th and Pottawatomie
Leavenworth, KS 66048

Herbert R. McMaster
LTG, Deputy CG Futures/
Director, Army Capabilities Integration Center
Training and Doctrine Command

A copy of Dr. Crane’s article is available upon request.
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